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An Open Letter to
 Ellen Petersen, Chairman,      
and the GCA 2009-11Horticulture Committee

  On behalf of the entire GCA, we thank 
all the members of the Horticulture Committee 
for their fine work over these two years  and give special recognition to the Vice Chair-
men and Zone Representatives whose terms expire this  year:  Maureen Fitzpatrick, Vice 
Chairman;  Vice Chairmen: Natasha Hopkinson, Club/Zone Awards;  Emmy Seymour, 
Freeman Plant Award;  Mary Evelyn McKee, 2010 National Horticulture Conference; 

Zone Representatives: Chris Murray, Zone III;  Lorraine Wallace, Zone V; Christine 
Smith, Zone VII;   Tootsie Crutchfield, Zone IX; and Dicie Hansen, Zone XI.

We especially thank you, Ellen, for your exceptional leadership, for your knowledge of 
horticulture, your boundless  energy, and especially your generous and kind spirit, all of 
which benefited not only those fortunate to have served with you but  all GCA members 
across the country. You serve as an inspiration and an example for all of us who follow 
you.

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Lee, Chairman and the GCA Horticulture Committee 2011-13

A new road to follow

Photo Marta McDowell
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A WORD FROM THE EDITOR

    Photo Chris VanDevere

  Summer gardens are full of life.  The visitors include children and grand-
children, birds, butterflies, bees, frogs, toads and snakes!  Everyone makes their 
contribution to the joy and the fun of life in the garden.  Then there are some visi-
tors who truly enjoy our gardens as their personal buffets!  This includes  chip-
munks, bunnies, ground hogs, families of geese  and some larger four footed crea-
tures.       

 Chivley is the fawn who was sleeping in my chive bed a few weeks ago.    
He or she, as the case may be, did run for the creek and “safety” on the other side!    
Mother has been back every morning and evening, sometimes with Chivley and 
sometimes without!  The plants gallantly grow on after being ravished by Chivley’s 
mother.  

 In this issue, we visit other gardens and learn of plants, their names and  
their histories.   Perhaps we may even find a book for a quiet moment between 
weedings.  

The Garden Club of America Horticulture Committee does not endorse any of the products, resources or 
sources mentioned in this newsletter. We offer simple recommendations based on the experiences of the 
individual writer
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BOTANICAL ART
Jutta Buck

American Society of Botanical Artists

By virtue of the very magnitude of the subject of botanical art, only those artists, publishers and 
works which have been most universally revered have been cited by this article, which given the 
nature of its limited scope, excludes much that may be otherwise excellent and deserving of rec-
ognition. A list of certain references utilized in the preparation of this history  has been set  forth 
under a caption headed Books Consulted, to be found at the end of each article. It is hoped that 
these references may  be helpful to those who seek to broaden their knowledge of this wonderful 
art form.
                                   ____________________________________
 
  The earliest portrayals of plants and trees were found in Mesopotamia and Egypt about four 
thousand years ago, where highly developed agricultural civilizations included images of plants 
and other motifs on the walls of their temples and tombs. Later, in Cretan, Greek and Roman Art, 
figures of plants and trees were often used to decorate ceramics or coins with greater or lesser 
degrees of realism. Aristotle (384-322B.C.) and his great pupil Theophrastus (c370-285 B.C.) 
were the first to systematically  study the medicinal properties of plants. Although no manuscripts 
of classical times have survived, we know that they existed because Pliny  the Elder (c.23-79 
A.D.), himself an important recorder of a vast amount of material relating to botany, mentions 
colored illustrations in herbals. Pliny refers to Krateuas in particular, a Greek physician of the 
first century B.C., who is widely considered to be the father of botanical illustration. 
 
The oldest surviving illustrated manuscript, the Codex Vindebonensis, dates from 512 A.D. and is 
now in the National Library at Vienna. This magnificent example of botanical art shows such a 
high standard in plant drawing that it was not surpassed for almost a thousand years. The Codex 
was made in Constantinople for Juliana Anica, the daughter of Flavius Anicus Olybrius, Emperor 
of Byzantium, in the year 472. The work is mainly a copy of the De Materia Medica compiled in 
Rome about 60 A.D. by the Greek physician Dioscorides. Also included in this most important 
manuscript were excerpts from other herbals written between 100 and 500 A.D. The illustrations 
in this Codex are thought to be copies mostly  of drawings from the works of Krateuas and are 
exceptional for their naturalism.
 
An early  and influential work was the Latin Herbal of Apuleius Platonicus, which contained 
medical formulas assembled from Greek sources around 400 A.D. The original is lost but the ear-
liest known copy, at Leiden, dates from the seventh century. The drawings, copies of their Ro-
man examples, are already showing signs of decline. The Codex Vindebonensis, the Apuleius 
herbal and the De Materia Medica by Dioscorides, translated into Latin in the sixth century, 
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were the main works of botanical knowledge for centuries to come and copied and recopied with 
mostly poor results throughout the Dark Ages and Middle Ages.
 

       
               A twelfth century illustration and plant descriptions in Latin of Dioscorides’s herbal 
                                  De Materia Medica written in the first century AD.  

In addition, the herbal of Apuleius was probably translated into Anglo-Saxon around the year one 
thousand. The British Museum houses a manuscript entitled Cotton Vitellius, which dates from 
the middle of the eleventh century. Another most  remark-
able manuscript, written and illustrated at the Abbey of 
Bury St. Edmunds (c.1120), survives at  the Bodleian Li-
brary, Oxford. Although many of the drawings of this 
Latin text are conventional, a few are pleasingly natural-
istic. The explanation for this curious divergence in style 
may well be that the Apuleian manuscript illustrated 
Mediterranean herbs and plants, not then known in coun-
tries in Northern Europe, whereas, the monk who illus-
trated what is known as the Bury St. Edmunds Manu-
script drew accurately additional plants grown within the 
confines of the Abbey’s garden. All the same, this early 
attempt at naturalism did not prevent a persistent decline 
in botanical illustration, which continued almost until the 
end of the fourteenth century.
                                             Ivy with Medicinal Applications from Bury St Edmunds Manuscript,

                                    Bodelin Library, Oxford, England
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SOIL SAMPLES
Understanding components of the soil

Homestyle Sustainable Gardening

Carrie Waterman  
Noanett Garden Club

Assistant Editor The Real Dirt

 Sustainable Gardening is Ecological Gardening, and you can to do it in your 
own backyard! We should all aim for a garden that thrives with a minimum of en-
ergy input from chemicals, outside materials, and machine assisted labor. The car-
bon footprint in our garden should be minimal. More sweat equity (rakes) and less 
chemicals (fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides) and gasoline (leaf blowers)!
     Biodiversity is the measure of health in an ecosystem. The Web of Life is essen-
tial to the health of all living organisms including humans. Listen to Mother Na-
ture, hear the buzz of insects, this is a sign of the health of your backyard. If there 
aren’t any pollinators in your yard you don’t have a healthy ecosystem. Leave wild 
areas for the birds and the bees to live in.  Don’t be too tidy. Leave your garden up 
over the winter. The plants will naturally biodegrade, replenishing the soil and pro-
viding homes for over-wintering beneficial insects and food for birds. It will also 
be easier to clean up in the spring-with some clippers and a rake.
     The use of toxic chemicals and fertilizers harm the greater ecosystem and hu-
man beings. Your soil should be alive. Chemical herbicides, insecticides, and fertil-
izers kill the soil and beneficial insects and cost you money. Go organic.
     Material resources on this planet are finite; don’t pay to have your garden refuse 
removed from your property! What a waste! Use what you have on your own prop-
erty, make compost and compost teas. For fertilizer, use your own leaves and pine 
needles for mulch and compost. You will be rewarded with rich, healthy soil and 
happy plants and animals.  Don’t rely on trucked in bark mulch from far-flung 
places.    Plant the right plant in the right place! For example,don’t plant a water 
loving plant in a naturally dry area. This will stress the plant, opening it up to infes-
tation by insects, and wasting water to keep it alive. Go native!
 Research which native plants thrive in specific environments and then plant 
those plants.  Educate yourself on where the plants you like come from, then plant 
them in the right place. 
     Your goal should be to have a Closed System which does not rely on outside 
materials and chemicals to thrive.              
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BOOKWORM’S BURROW
A place to find an old or new garden book

Founding Gardeners
Andrea Wulf

! Andrea Wulf, a delightful 
young German woman living in Eng-
land, trained as a design historian, 
has written knowledgeably  about 
our American Founding Fathers. An-
drea has won multiple honors for her 
various works.  When she writes of 
her subjects, one begins to under-
stand why the honors and excitement 
about this, her current work.   
 Ms. Wulf’s book is filled with 
anecdotal historical materials 
gleaned from exhaustive research 
and her passion for her subject.  Her 
prose draws the reader into the lives 
of Colonial farmers.  She  sheds new 
light on the economics of a country 
separating from the mother country 
desperately in need of commerce to 
support their endeavor. The Patriot’s  

common language may be  English, but more importantly plants!  
 These men, schooled in the Enlightenment, were masters of botany, agricul-
ture and gardening as well as politics! Could you imagine a group of politicians 
trying to bring a peaceful settlement to conflict retiring to a garden to view and 
discuss new plants?  Such a garden belonged to John Bartam, a plant explorer, bo-
tanical artist, and naturalist,  a  gardener with  an “unrivaled storehouse of Ameri-
can flora”.  Bartram’s Garden, managed by his sons John and William, was the site 
of an early morning visit by the conveners of  the first Constitutional Convention 
in 1787.  It was their gardens and their farm businesses that were important as they 
all agreed that this new country must establish a produce based commerce.  T h i s 
fascinating new look at American history and American gardening is available at www. Amazon.com.  
Editor’s note:  Ms Wulf spoke at GCA Headquarters during June meeting week.   
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Through The Garden Gate
Elizabeth Lawrence

This is a collection of Ms. Lawrence’s garden columns.  It 
is delightful summer reading.  It is good for the short atten-
tion spans of summer; relaxing and inspiring, but definitely 
some advice is just for southern  gardens.  An excerpt:

The July Garden
Robert Ernest Vernede

It is July in my garden; and steel-blue are the globe thistles.
And French grey the willows that bow to every breeze;

And deep in every currant bush a robber blackbird whistles.
“I’m picking, I’m picking, I’m picking these!”

So off I go to rout them, and find instead I’m gazing
At clusters of delphiniums – the seed was small and brown,

But these are spurs that fell from heaven and caught the most amazing
Colours of the welkin’s own as they came hurtling down.

And then some roses caught my eye, or maybe some Sweet Williams
Or pink and white and purple peals of Canterbury bells,

Or penciled violets that peep between the three-leaved trilliums
Or red-hot pokers all aglow or poppies that cast spells –

And while I stare at each in turn, I quite forgot or pardon
The blackbirds – and the blackguards – that keep robbing me of pie;

For what do such things matter when I have so fair a garden,
And what is half so lovely as my garden in July?

Standon, July 1914

Robert Vernede, an Englishman of French descent living in Hertfordshire, wrote this poem in 
July, 1914, and on the fourth of August, England declared war against Germany.  He joined the 
British Army and by April, 1915, wrote to his wife from Flanders, “Horticulture has begun 
among the troops, and consists chiefly of digging up violets and sticking them in the roofs of 
their dugouts.”
Editor’s Note:  For whatever reasons Ms. Lawrence’s inclusion of this poem differed most slightly from 
the original.  We have used the original.            Photo Kathie VanDevere Akron Garden Club
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PLANT’S POINT OF VIEW
 

2011 GCA Plant of the Year 
The Club Project That Endowed a Club Scholarship

Emmy Seymour 
The Garden Club of Honolulu

Zone XII
Lynn Yanke 

Akron Garden Club
Zone X

 The Akron Garden Club has a provisional year for each potential new member.  
During this time a variety of projects are conceived that embody various aspects of the 
mission of The Garden Club of America...”to stimulate the knowledge and love of 

gardening”.  This project, in 2008, was centered on 
the Montine McDaniel Freeman Horticulture 
Medal.   The concept was to study previous  win-
ners, to review the criteria for selection and to ex-
amine the nomination process.  The Akron Garden 
Club Horticulture Committee had studied a plant 
for a year, prepared the photo studies and filled out 
the paper work.  Amelanchier canadensis ‘Glen-
form’ which won a Honorable Mention in 2006 
after being submitted in 2003, 2004 and 2005!  It 
seems persistence paid off!  However, the process 
of filling out the papers and reexamining the proc-
ess with several Horticulture chairs put the Com-
mittee in a more knowledgeable position about the 
Freeman plants and their attributes.                

The Horticulture Committee guided process  took a 
couple years.  The first chapter was to establish a 
list of outstanding native plants or cultivars, in 
propagation for commercial distribution, and select 
one that could attract wildlife and/or be used for 
environmental or landscape purposes.  Ken Co-
chran, Director of Secrest Arbore tum, a part of 

Ohio State University, presented a list of many trees 
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or perennials that would qualify.  Each provisional chose one that interested her, was 
given a list of reference materials  and the nomination sheet.  Armed with this outline for 
her personal study, each provisional began a nearly year long study and photographed (if 
possible ) “her” plant.  They met several evenings with pizza and wine and discussed the 
process, the plants  and the Akron Garden Club together!  These activities brought these 
women together and produced  some of our more committed members.  They grew in 
knowledge and friendship.  When it came time to nominate a plant, the democratic 
method was employed.  At two different meetings (in order to give everyone a chance to 
put forth and defend her plant as a nominee), the plants were presented, discussed and 
graded in the minds of the participants.  After the presentations, a telephone or e-mail 
vote was taken.  Abies concolor won by a ....shall we say needle?   

Lynn Yanke adds:  “Mighty oaks from little acorns grow”.  Inspired by this old saying, I 
saw an opportunity to raise money for the AGC Scholarship Fund and simultaneously 
promote the attributes of the GCA Plant of the Year, Abies concolor. By purchasing this 
seedling, our members were able to support 
our Scholarship Program and actively par-
ticipate in the propagation and planting of A 
Garden Club of America, Plant of the Year.                               

Suggested Reference Books:

1. Armitage, Allan M., Armitage’s, Native Plants for 
North American Gardens.

2.  Armitage, Allan M.,  Herbal Perennial Plants,  
A Treatise on their Identification, Culture, and 
Garden Attributes.

3. Dirr, Michael A., Manual of Woody Land-
scape Plants, Their Identification, Ornamental 
Characteristics, Culture, Propagation and 
Uses.                                                                                      
Photo Nancy Reymann

4. Ottesen, Carole, The Native Plant Primer.  Editor’s note.  The medal shall be awarded to an her-
baceous plant in 2012.  Nominations are due December 1,2011 for consideration in 2012.  See more:

www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/Freeman_Medal/freemanmedalguide.pdf

Photo  Abies colcolor  Dedee O’Neil @ Seiberling Naturealm
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Double Double Yews??
Weigela

Hylah Boyd  
Tuckahoe Garden Club of Westhampton

Zone VII

 “Others fall victims to an artistic passion, and continually alter and rearrange 
their beds, devise colour schemes, move shrubs, and change whatever stands or grows, 
urged on by a creative discontent.  Let no one think that real gardening is a bucolic 
and meditative occupation.  It is an insatiable passion, like everything else to which a 
man gives his heart.”
    A Gardener’s Year, Karel Capek
                 Available at www. Amazon.com

 Yes, this is true.  I was 
struck dumb turning a corner dur-
ing a visit to Whilton* in April 
upon seeing a weigela that resem-
bled a star burst.   It was in full 
bloom - love at first sight - I have 
to have it.  A weigela, mind you - 
that ordinary, unruly shrub, a hor-
ticultural relic in the same com-
pany with common forsythia and 
spiraea.  Who would have 
thought?  The variety at Whilton 
is Weigela subsessilis ‘Canary’, 

and it will be in my garden this coming spring pushing aside some once loved plant 
that has fallen out of favor.  Such a fickle heart. 
 Weigela is making a comeback.  It was once popular but fell out of favor 
with the introduction of other multi-seasonal shrubs.  It is easy to grow and suffers 
from few insect or disease problems.  ‘Canary’ is a lemon-flowered weigela with 
blooms that are funnel-shaped and may repeat as the summer progresses.  It is an 
upright, rounded, deciduous shrub growing to 4-5’ tall with arching branches.  Its 
leaves are lance-shaped and are a glossy green.  My new ‘Canary’ will arrive from 
Rare Find Nursery in New Jersey although an internet search shows there is a 
nursery in Barbourville, Virginia, Lazy S’S Farm and Nursery, that sells the plant.  
Weigela ‘Canary,’ now the new “love of my life.” 
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Field Guide

by Billy Collins
No one I ask knows the name of the flower

we pulled the car to the side of the road to pick
and that I point to dangling purple from my lapel.

I am passing through the needle of spring
in North Carolina, as ignorant of the flowers of the south

as the woman at the barbecue stand who laughs
and the man who gives me a look as he pumps the gas

and everyone else I ask on the way to the airport
to return to where this purple madness is not seen

blazing against the sober pines and rioting along the
   roadside.

On the plane, the stewardess is afraid she cannot answer
my question, now insistent with the fear that I will leave
the province of this flower without its sound in my ear.

Then, as if he were giving me the time of day, a passenger
looks up from his magazine and says wisteria. 

"Field Guide" by Billy Collins from Questions about Angels. ©
Go to for more information and poems!

www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/billy-collins
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Wisteria
Hylah Boyd  

Tuckahoe Garden Club of Westhampton
Zone VII

 Oh the wonder of it, if unknowing and unsuspecting, you pick it from the 
side of the road, or dig up a sprig as a friend of mine did several years ago.   Her 
wisteria now has turned into a monster threatening to bring down the trellis spe-
cially built for it, and the side of her house.  Does she have Chinese wisteria or 
Japanese wisteria?  According to Nancy Ross Hugo, if it winds counterclockwise, 
it is Chinese wisteria; if it winds clockwise, it is Japanese wisteria.  Chinese is the 
more common of the two, flowering all at once with clusters 6 to 12 inches long.  
Japanese is the more fragrant (is that possible?) with flower clusters 8 to 20 inches 
long that last for a longer period of time.  I have the Chinese variety at the south 
end of my porch.  Because of the cooling effect it provides during the dog days of 

summer, it has escaped my wrath and the hatchet although its days may soon be 
numbered.  The reason?  Wisteria frutescens – American wisteria, the 2006 GCA 
Plant of the Year, recipient of the Freeman Horticulture Medal is growing at the 
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northwest end of my porch.  It behaves and blooms in spring and mid-summer.  
Bees and butterflies gather to feast on its nectar and hummingbirds swoop in and 
out racing to the feeder nearby.  Who needs the cooling effect at the south end of 
my porch when the show is at the north end?  

Photos: 

Weigela Missouri Botanical Garden 
Plant Finder.  

Wisteria vines by  Hylah Boyd 

*Editor’s note.  These poems 
and articles were originally pub-
lished in Tuckahoe Garden Club 
Westhampton’s newsletter in 
2010.  Hylah Boyd shared these 
with us and also some further 
information.  Tuckahoe is the 
birthplace of George Washing-
ton.  Whilton is Whilton Farm 
Gardens and Arboretum in  
Lynchburg, Virginia.   

See more at:  www.arbnet.org/morton-register/virginia/whilton-farm-gardens-a-arboretum.html
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A Poem

How Happy is the Little Stone

Part Two: Nature
XXXIII 

Emily Dickinson
(1830-1856)

How happy is the little Stone
That rambles in the Road alone,
And doesn't care about Careers
And Exigencies never fears --

Whose Coat of elemental Brown
A passing Universe put on,
And independent as the Sun
Associates or glows alone,
Fulfilling absolute Decree

In casual simplicity --

Photo
A Path in the Pinnacles National Monument

Chris VanDevere

For more information:
poetry

www.bartleby.com/113/2033.html

Pinnacles National Monument
www.nps.gov/pinn/index.htm
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 2013 GCA Centennial Tree Projects

THE LIVE OAK TREE
QUERCUS VIRGINIANA

Stephanie Mayfield
The Garden Club of the Halifax Country 
Horticulture Representative Zone VIII

                        It is nearly impossible to think of the South without conjuring up an 
image of the Live Oak Tree, whether it is a single majestic specimen or a canopy of 
them lining southern towns and cities. The term ‘live oak’ was coined because the 
tree is evergreen and does not become leafless in the winter. The tree grows in 
USDA Zones 7 – 10.  It grows along the Atlantic coast from southeast Virginia and 
North Carolina to Florida, west along the Gulf to Texas and Louisiana. The South-
ern Live Oak is the state tree of Georgia. Most often, you will see the tree full of 
Spanish moss (Tillansia usneoides), Resurrection fern (Polypodium polypodiodes), 
other epiphytes and Mistletoe.*

 

 

 
Quercus virginiana is a fantastic shade tree. It can grow 40 to 80 feet tall and 60 to 
100 feet wide, with a trunk up to 80 inches. They can live 200 to 300 years.  These 
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trees provide food and shelter to many birds and mammals. It grows moderately 
fast, and because of its size, much thought should go into planting this tree. It is 

one of the heaviest and strongest 
hardwood trees. For this reason, it was 
and still is important for shipbuilding 
and beam building. It is very tolerant 
of salt spray and compact soil and will 
adapt to most any soil.**

 You can easily see why this tree 
is one of the South’s most prized 
treasures.

* Wi k i p e d i a , t h e f r e e e n c y c l o p e d i a , , 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Live_oak (accessed 6/

10/2011).
**Dirr, M. (1978). Manual of Woody Landscape Plants. Champaign IL: Stipes Publishing.

Photos Stephanie Mayfield

Tree News from Zone III
On a smaller scale, the two Rye clubs sponsored an Acorn Event for children with featured ex-
hibits on oak trees for parents and children as well as acorn planting.  Photo Chris Murray
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“CRAPE MURDER”   A TALE OF TWO SISTERS

Tootsie Crutchfield
Magnolia Garden Club

Zone IX 
Text and photos

 As they shivered in the cold, wet landscape, two sisters known as Crape and 
Myrtle (members of the Lagerstroemia clan) awaited their annual fate – pruning 
for the coming growing season.  Crape longed for the proper pruning she had heard 
about that would allow her branches to fill out and produce glorious blooms.  
Meanwhile, Myrtle wept bitter tears as she anticipated the usual brutal lopping of 
her branches that would cause her to produce a mass of branches with mediocre 
blooms – and those unsightly knots at the sites of the annual cutting.
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Suddenly a ray of hope shone through the drizzly 
mist!  The municipal crews were accompanied by 
members of a Garden Club of America club who had 
volunteered to demonstrate the proper method of 
pruning Crape and Myrtle.  Their arching branches 
would be cleared of old growth and smaller, intru-
sive branches would be removed.  Best of all, the 
ugly knots found at the site of repeated cuts would 
not develop.  After a few hours of working together, 
the municipal crews and the garden club volunteers 
had used the proper pruning on all members of the 
Lagerstroemia group planted in the esplanade of a     

busy thoroughfare.

All rejoiced as they anticipated 
the beautiful blooms that 
would appear in late spring 
and early summer.  And, Crape 
and Myrtle were especially 
happy that they and the other 
members of their family had 
enjoyed proper pruning in 
Beaumont, Texas

For more information:  

wilsonbrosnursery.com/How-To/Pruning-Instructions/How-To-Prune-A-Crape-Myrtle.aspx 
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                                          A Rose is a Rose, Usually
Finding and Using Correct Botanical Plant Names

Compiled by
Kathie VanDevere 

Editor
 As gardeners  and horticulturalists, we are always seeking the correct name for our 
plant or specimen for the flower show.  Usually we find correct spellings and cultural in-
formation in a variety of books.  Lately we have the added advantage of using our com-
puters  and the Internet to find the correct answers  and spellings.   The Horticulture Com-
mittee has a succinct outline for writing the correct scientific name.  See:  
www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/comm_hort/botanical_nomenclature.pdf
 Garden Club of America also has Arabella Dane (member of North Shore Garden 
Club of Massachusetts) who has been instrumental in designing and building 
Plantipedia-asd.com.  Arabella tells us that:

 “Plantipedia is an interactive plant  database of    more than 
90,000 plant names with images for about 4,500. It is copyright pro-
tected and trademarked.
 ! Although there is a bunch of data connected with the plants, 
and time permitting there will be much more in the near future, pri-
marily now it is for plant identification for flower shows. You can 
search on a plant's botanical name, common name, family name etc., 
and find its Genus etc. For certain Genra there is a link to the compen-
dium of that genus, directly below each entry. Currently this holds for 
roses, hosta, narcissus, and a couple of others. The Orchid Society is 
putting their   compendium on line this   fall/winter so that resour-
ce should be added as a direct link to all plants in the Orchid Family, 
by winter.
! Another feature for Plantipedia-asd is that if you get close to the 
name you want, but the cultivar either isn't listed or you don't have a 
photo of it yet, there is a direct link to Google to the left of each entry. 
On the right side of the page, is a link to PlantFind, the compendium of 
all the correct botanical names of all plants as compiled and updated 
by Missouri Botanic and Royal Horticultural Society. Of course there is 
a scrolling list on the right  of links to all kinds of related resources 
grouped by type and topic.
 ! People can submit their images for plants, and the images, once 
verified, will be added and a copyright assigned to the image”.
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 I have had the pleasure of review-
ing the project online and enjoying it 
very much.  I even found my TRD 
Co-editor, Carrie Waterman, as one 
of the photographers! See for yourself 
at:   http://www.plantipedia-asd.com
 Naming any plant is a special 
function of plant explorers, botanists 
and taxonomists.  Recently there have 
been a number of new plant introduc-
tions by various nurseries, great and 
small.  Tony Avent is the owner of 
Plant Delights Nursery and Juniper 
Level Botanical Gardens, which he 
has filled with the results of his  plant 
explorations and hybridized hostas.  
He is very concerned about naming 
plants.
 Mr. Avent begins  his remarks in 
an educational paper entitled Name 
That Plant: The Misuse of Trade-
marks in Horticulture by stating:

Photo Hydrangea  arborescens  ssp. radiata  Carrie Waterman

 “When is a plant name not a plant name? The sad answer is 
more often than not in our current world, where marketing comes first 
and accuracy second. The current plant naming trend often violates the 
International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants (ICNCP), US 
Trademark Law, and occasionally the US Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) rules concerning deceptive business practices.” 

Read the entire article:http://www.plantdelights.com/Trademarks-in-Horticulture/products/534/
The TRD archives has an article about Tony Avent from Rosie Jones in 2004!  
www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/hort-newsletter-archive2/01-2004-Spring/page22a.htm
 Phyllis Reynolds shares with us a means to identify plants in a well written article in The 
Real Dirt #7.  Here too, you will find a bibliography of books and some suggestions for other 
sources to help with proper identification of your plant.
www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/hort-newsletter-special08/page018.htm
Other places to find your plant:
The Royal Horticulture Society   http://apps.rhs.org.uk/rhsplantfinder/
The Missouri Botanical Garden     www.mobot.org/gardeninghelp/plantfinder/alpha.asp
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 Now a challenge for you.  Can you name these plants?  The photos were taken by 
Chris VanDevere because they caught his eye. 

                 Number one

Number Two

Send your response to kvandevere@msn.com
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Shirley Meneice Conference
Past and Future

Compiled by
Chris Murray 

Zone III Horticulture Representative
Susan Kranwinkle

Chairman 2011 Shirley Meniece Conference

 Often considered the crown jewel of 
The GCA Horticulture Committee, the annual 
Horticultural Conference, Shirley Meneice 
Workshop is held at a different botanical gar-
den every year.   Last fall we visited the Bir-
mingham Botanical Garden. The conference 
is designed primarily for club hort chairs, and 
it is hoped that they can attend at least once 
during their tenure.  
  Shirley Meneiece  who is a member 
of the GC of Carmel by the Sea, a lovely per-
son, wonderful grower and hybridizer.   With 
her friends, Shirley took notes during a lec-
ture in Birmingham.  New tricks for Shirley?

 Who from your club will be in 
Pasadena, CA October 31 to November 2 
at The Huntington Library; Art Collections 
& Botanical Gardens, San Marino, Califor-
nia, and Descanso Gardens, La Cañada 
Flintridge, California? 
 Highlight Lectures: R o s a l i n d 
Creasy: Edible Landscaping for the Home 
Garden;  Corey Welles: Holistic Soil De-
velopment for Show Quality Plants;  
Discussion Panel: Sustainability: What Does  It Mean for Your Garden?  Maybe someone 
will share those gems with TRD Winter 2011?  For other speakers and topics see:
www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/comm_hort/meneice_11/meneice_registration_2011.pdf
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A Tale of Two Gardens 
 Marta McDowell

Garden Club of Madison
Text and photos

 If you find yourself in central New Jersey, you can indulge in a bit of time travel 
by visiting two adjoining gar-
dens in Chester Township:  
Willowwood Arboretum and 
the Bamboo Brook Outdoor 
Education Center.  Both prop-
erties were eighteenth century 
farms, converted to country 
estates  in the early 20th cen-
tury.  Their gardens, now free 
and open to the public, have 
been lovingly restored and 
tended by the Morris County 
Park Commission for over 50 
years.  There is  a sense of 
place, of gracious living in the 
rolling countryside of the 
Somerset Hills.  Their original 
owners, Mr. Henry Tubbs and 
Mrs. Martha Brookes Hutche-
son, were members of the Gar-
den Club of Somerset Hills, 
and the Club continues to be 

stalwart supporters of both properties.
 Henry Tubbs and his brother Robert purchased Willowwood in 1908.  Henry 
graduated from MIT with a degree in architecture and was an accomplished designer.  His 
brother Robert, a banker, was smitten with plants, especially trees, and corresponded with 
horticultural luminaries such as  Ernest Wilson at the Arnold Arboretum.  Willowwood 
has 130 acres of meadows, woodlands and gardens including a Japanese garden that 
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winds along a brook.  It has that sense of “careful carelessness” that Henry Tubbs  worked 
so hard to achieve.
 At Willowwood you will find stellar collections of lilacs, magnolias and, of 
course, willows.  New Jersey’s  champion Dawn Redwood (Metasequoia glyptostroboi-
des) towers  over the front drive, planted from the first batch of seed sent from China after 
the tree was rediscovered in the 1940s.  At the edge of the Cypress Pond, you will find a 
“sport tree” from which comes the Japanese Maple cultivar ‘Waterfall’ (Acer palmatum 
‘Waterfall’).  Robert Tubbs selected this tree from a seedling he found in the garden, and 
all other ‘Waterfall’ specimens since are offspring of this magnificent tree.  That is just a 
taste of the horticultural treasures of Willowwood Arboretum.

 From Willowwood, you might take off by foot across the meadows, much as the 
Tubbs brothers did, and cross the footbridge to Merchiston Farm, what we now call the 
Bamboo Brook Outdoor Education Center.  Newlyweds William and Martha Hutcheson 
bought the property as a country home in 1911.  Martha Hutcheson was a practicing land-
scape architect when she married in 1910.  After her daughter was born in 1912, she spent 
most of her professional energy on writing, public speaking and improvements to Mer-
chiston Farm.  Her design principles are documented in her book, The Spirit of the Gar-
den, now reissued by the University of Massachusetts Press.  
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At Bamboo Brook you will find a jewel of a restoration, recently completed by the firm 
Heritage Landscapes for the Morris County Park Commission, completely bringing back 
the axial design and water terraces from Hutcheson’s original plans.  Bamboo Brook is 
important as it is the personal garden of one of the America’s original landscape archi-
tects.  Like Fairsted, Frederick Law Olmsted’s home in Brookline, Massachusetts, and 
Garland Farms, Beatrix Farrand’s last home on Mount Desert Island in Maine, Merchis-
ton Farms was Martha Brookes Hutcheson’s commission for herself.
 So the next time you are in New Jersey, set aside a day to visit Willowwood and 
Bamboo Brook. They are places that, in Henry Tubbs’ words, “will take you by the 
hand.”
                 
For more information:  /www.morrisparks.net/aspparks/wwmain.asp
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Snips, and Snails and Gardeners’ Tales
Blooming Bloomers

Georgianna Erski

Pasadena Garden Club
Pasadena, CA Zone XI

 Just for fun this summer, look up Tropical Hibiscus on the web. 
www.hiddenvalleynaturearts.com/acatalog/index.htm

 Here you will discover some of the most amazingly beautiful color combinations 
imaginable:   a purple  ruffled single with yellow centers and pink stamens, a fire engine 
red with a jet black center and then there is a gorgeous salmon fading to florescent pink 
with coin size yellow dots on each of its five petals, just to mention a few.   There are 
dozens of these colorful joys awaiting your choice. 

  

 Don’t worry….the plants look awful, the grower advises, heaven forbid, Miracle 
Gro!  Liquid fish works very well and easier on the conscience.  They arrive in the mail 
ready to be set out in pots.  The daily surprise is astonishingly marvelous once buds begin 
to appear. Once you’ve found the right exposure and massed them together you will have 
a glorious “Lily”  display of colors right on your terrace or patio.  These are a wow!  

Hints for the Veggie Garden

 To keep “beasties  out of the corn and tomatoes in the garden,  plant the perimeter 
with pumpkin seeds.  The vines have coarse, hairy stems and are irritating to the racoons 
geese, rabbits and ground hogs.                     A Master Gardener Friend
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 I was just reading Yankee magazine and they recommend a great, EASY, no weed-
ing method for growing tomatoes.

If you love the flavor of juicy, ripe, home-grown 
tomatoes—then remember these four simple 
words: Sow! Cut! Plant! Pluck!

Their method requires virtually no weeding and 
hardly any watering—and they give you red, 
ripe tomatoes sooner than you ever imagined! 
The secret is hairy vetch—a miracle plant used 
by farmers all over America to build the fertility 
of their soil.

       Lycopersicon esculentum 'Pink Girl’

The trick is to sow this nitrogen-boosting, soil-protecting plant in the fall. Cut it down 
two weeks before you set out your tomatoes. Plant your seedling in a hole you cut in the 
dried vetch. And pluck the best no-work tomatoes you ever grew!

It's as  easy as 1-2-3-4! The thick vetch will smother any weeds that would even dare to 
pop up—and it helps keep soil and your tomato plants nice and moist!

Natasha Hopkinson  Garden Club of East Hampton  Zone III
Photo Missouri Botanical Garden  Plantfinder

 It’s  frustrating to watch cabbage heads crack open just as they mature!  This  is  due 
to too much water from sprinklers or rain.  If you anticipate a rainy spell, cut about 6” 
into the soil halfway around the plant with a spade.  By cutting some of the roots around 
the plant, the plants  are unable to absorb extra water and this reduces  their tendency to 
crack. As this method also slows growth, it can be used to postpone harvesting some or 
all of your cabbages.

Marianne Sprague  Garden Club of Santa Barbara  Zone XII
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Hints for the Flower Garden
 To discourage unwanted diggers, put a handful of mothballs just inside the open-
ing of their tunnels.  It has worked for me to persuade chipmunks and ground hogs to 
move their base of operations.  You may have to repeat the process a few times before 
they decide it isn't worth throwing them back out.

Chris Murray Little Garden Club of Rye  Zone III

Summer Seeding
 July and August are good times to plant biennial seeds such as :
Dianthus barbatus, Sweet William  (Good choice for 
the year of his wedding!)
Digitalis ssp. Foxglove (Good choice to warn the 
bunnies!)
Erysimum ssp. Wall flower (Good choice for a 
walled garden since they are not partial to American 
gardens.)                                                                                                                                                
Myosotis sylvatica  Forget -me-not  ( Good choice 
for, well, ah, you know who.)
Papaver nudicaule  Icelandic Poppy  (Good choice 
for those hoping for cool summer days.)                                        Sweet William        

 If you have your own plants  collect the seeds and prepare to sow them.  If you 
would like some seeds, try the GCA Seed Exchange.  To check if there are any 
biennialslistedyet:www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/seedexchange.htm   If not try 
your loca l ga rden s to re o r t ry Renee‘s Seeds a t :  
www.reneesgarden.com/seeds/seeds-flowers.html  
 If your garden is a casual style you may wish to scatter seed 
in a bare spot, water, weed and watch the plants begin to grow.  
You may then move them where you wish.  Perhaps you have a 
spot in the veggie garden to act as an incubator.  Plant the seeds in 
rows and continue as above.  Another choice would be to grow 
them in propagating trays, seeding sparsely, keeping them under 
lights and planting them out in the garden.  
 These new plants will have a better time to develop good 
root structure and produce more prolifically in the next season.             Common Foxglove

Barbara Gould    Hardy Garden Club  Zone VI
Photos Missouri Botanical Garden Plant Finder
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